Moment combined partial least squares (MC-PLS) as an improved quantitative calibration method: application to the analyses of petroleum and petrochemical products.
A new quantitative calibration algorithm, called "Moment Combined Partial Least Squares (MC-PLS)", which combines the moment of spectrum and conventional PLS was proposed. Its calibration performance was evaluated for the analyses of three import petroleum and petrochemical products: gasoline, naphtha and polyol samples. The selected properties for these products included the research octane number (RON) and Reid vapor pressure (RVP) for gasoline, the distillation temperature at 10% (D 10%) for naphtha and the hydroxyl (OH) number for polyol. The major concept presented here used the moment to find the closest spectrum of a sample in a given dataset, and generate the difference spectrum and the corresponding difference in the property. These difference spectra and property differences were then used for PLS calibration. The moment has been employed in spectroscopic fields as a simple and effective "spectral feature characteristic" using just a few scalar values (moments). MC-PLS showed improved prediction performance over PLS for each case. In MC-PLS, the difference spectra generated using the moments were used as explained; therefore, additional detail in spectral variations can be utilized for calibrations. Additionally, the difference in the property was employed as reference data, so that its variation range was smaller when compared with that of the original property. Consequently, the MC-PLS performance could be better since the feature-enhanced spectra were used to model a narrower range of property variations. In the case of the D 10% prediction for naphtha, a non-linear prediction pattern that occurred in conventional PLS was effectively corrected using the MC-PLS method.